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A Q U ASC APE

LIFESTYL E S

IS BACK!
What you’re viewing in front of you right now on your
computer, or tablet, or smartphone was at one time
sold at Borders and other nearly extinct bookstores.
The printed version of the magazine was a sign of the
times back then, just as this publication, in its modern
digital format, is a sign of the times today!
As an avid reader, I’m ecstatic we are resurrecting
this magazine dedicated to all things related to Living
the Aquascape Lifestyle!™ That means everything
from fish and plants to filters, pumps, and pond
maintenance - to gardening around a water feature’s
edges! It’s not just about ponds anymore, as
thousands of Pondless® Waterfalls and decorative
fountains have been installed since we ceased print
publication in 2007.
What this digital, quarterly publication will become is
up to YOU! Your feedback on what you want to see is
an important part of influencing what we choose to
publish!
As hobbyists ourselves, we have a good feel for
what you’d want to experience! We are open to your
suggestions and excited to see how Aquascape
Lifestyles continues to evolve with the times!

Founder and CEO of Aquascape
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AQUASCAPE LIFESTYLES
Are you looking to add the wow factor to your landscape?
Look no further than our Aquascape Lifestyles catalog. Flip through 32 pages of
inspirational backyard ideas that improve the value and aesthetic of your home
with a splash of beauty.
From a simple Fire Fountain to an Aquascape ecosystem pond and
everything in-between, you’re sure to find the perfect water feature to enhance
your outdoor living space. We even include architectural renderings to make it
easy to plan your landscape project.

View Catalog
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The Easy Way to Keep
Water Features Clean,
Clear, and Healthy!
Keep your water feature clean and clear with
the revolutionary Automatic Dosing System
for ponds, waterfalls, and fountains.

The Automatic Dosing System (ADS)
is an electronically-operated dispenser
that accurately and consistently applies
your choice of specially-formulated water
treatments to your
water feature. The
automatic dosing
process eliminates
the guesswork and
routine
associated with
adding water treatments manually. You no longer need to
remember to add beneficial bacteria
or other elements to your pond. The
Automatic Dosing System does it for you!
The Automatic Dosing System features a
sturdy housing unit with an easy-to-use
control panel that holds water treatment
pouches and consistently dispenses the
treatment into the water. You can adjust
the level of treatment based on the
number of gallons of water in your feature.
The unit is extremely quiet, dependable,
and maintains optimal water quality.

Visit our website for more information.

aquascapeinc.com/automatic-dosing-system
SUMME R 2019
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WHAT TO CONSIDER WHEN BUYING

NEW
POND
FISH
IS THERE AN EMPLOYEE WHO
KNOWS ABOUT POND FISH?

You want to purchase fish from
a knowledgeable and honest
merchant that can help
educate you about your pond
pets. There should be at least
one employee who can answer
your questions about fish.
IS THE FISH DISPLAY AREA
CLEAN?

Look at the cleanliness of the
store. If the store is not clean
and well cared for, more than
likely the retailer isn’t taking
care of the fish, either.
ARE THERE ANY DEAD FISH
FLOATING IN THE HOLDING
TANKS?

If you see any dead fish floating
in the tanks – even just one –
stay away. This can be an
indication of a poorly
maintained, diseased tank.
DO YOU SEE ANY SICK FISH?

Look to see if any of the fish
are hanging out alone, with

Buying new fish for your pond is a fun
and rewarding experience that typically
happens in spring and early summer.
Although you’re excited to add finned
friends to your water garden, be sure
to ask yourself the following questions
when you’re at the pet shop or water
gardening store.

clamped fins. This is a good
sign that the fish is sick.
DO THE FISH HAVE CLEAR
SKIN?

Look for fish with no marks,
missing scales, sores, or broken
or missing fins. Any of these are
signs of a bacterial infection or
parasite.
DOES THE RETAILER
QUARANTINE NEW FISH?

It is very important that all fish
are quarantined for at least 14
to 21 days for salt treatments
to ensure the fish are not
carriers of disease or parasites.
You don’t want to introduce
parasites into your pond via
the new fish.
IS THE WATER TESTED OR
CHANGED PERIODICALLY?

Find out how often the water is
tested and changed. Testing the
water monitors ammonia and
pH levels, as well as nitrites and
nitrates indicating when the
water should be changed.
SUMME R 2019

DOES EACH HOLDING TANK
HAVE ITS OWN NET?

Make sure the clerk uses a
different net for each tank.
Using the same net for all tanks
can spread disease from one
tank to another.
HOW BIG DO THE FISH GET?

You need to take the size of the
fish into consideration so you
don’t overstock your pond. We
recommend limiting your fish
to 1” of fish for every square
foot of surface water - or five
gallons. Consider the adult
size of the fish so he doesn’t
outgrow your pond.
No one enjoys losing a fish so
be sure to choose your finned
friends carefully. They’ll
reward you by adding color
and personality to your pond
that you can enjoy for many
years.
Looking for more fish
information? Check out our
newest e-book, THE OTHER
POND FISH: BEYOND KOI.

Aqua sc a p e Lifestyles
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Create
cre at e

a

bird-frie ndly

hab ita t

One of the many joys of pond ownership is
watching your colorful fish glide through the
water while glimpsing a flash of orange beneath
the lily pads. Equally wondrous is the cheerful
song of birds that flock to your water feature for
refreshment and bathing.

Birds find your water feature through their
sense of sound, so a waterfall or fountain is sure
to increase the presence of birds in your yard.
Keep feathered friends visiting more frequently
and staying longer with the addition of
bird-friendly plants. Following is a list of some
of our favorite flowers and plants to attract
feathered friends to your backyard.

SUMME R 2019
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Bushes for Birds

Pagoda Dogwood
Cornus alternifolia
A prized and pretty landscaping bush
is the Pagoda Dogwood, growing up
to 25-feet tall in ideal conditions.
Flowers appear on beautiful red
horizontal branches, turning into
blue-black berries during late summer.
The Pagoda Dogwood enjoys partial
shade and is perfect to place near a
taller tree. Birds will enjoy resting on
its horizontal branches by your pond.

Sweet Viburnum
Viburnum lentago
Clusters of dainty, fragrant white flowers populate the branches
of Sweet Viburnum. A graceful shrub that grows up to 25 feet,
it thrives in both sunny and shady locations. Blue-black berries
appear and often stay through the winter, providing food for
over-wintering northern birds. Viburnum makes a pretty
backdrop for any type of water feature.

12
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Bird-Friendly Flowers
Purple Coneflower

Cardinal Flower

Cattail Gayfeather

Common Sunflower

Echinacea purpurea

Lobelia cardinalis

Liatris pycnostachya

Helianthus annuus

Coneflower is a colorful
perennial flower that’s easy
to grow and looks especially
pretty when planted in a
sunny spot near your water
feature. Since it grows up to
four feet tall, it’s ideal for use
as a backdrop plant. Purple
flowers reminiscent of a daisy
bloom prolifically and attract
birds and butterflies alike.
Coneflower likes to spread
and can take over the garden
if not properly maintained.
Simply divide the plant and
give to a friend or plant
elsewhere in your garden. It’s
the gift that keeps on giving!

Cardinal flower is a popular
plant for pond lovers since it
thrives in standing water. Treat
it like a marginal pond plant
and from mid-summer to fall,
you’ll enjoy showy red flowers
atop tall spikes that can grow
up to six feet in height.
Hummingbirds will reward
you by visiting this flower
frequently. Cardinal flower
can be grown in either full sun
or shade, making it a popular
addition to the pond no
matter the length of your sun
exposure.

Also known as Prairie Blazing
Star, the spiky Cattail
Gayfeather is a flowering
perennial that grows 2 to 5
feet tall. Purple flowers cover
the top half of each leafy stalk.
Butterflies, bees, and birds
enjoy this simple yet stately
flower throughout the
summer months. Place
Gayfeather anywhere you
need architectural height
around the outskirts of your
pond.

The Common Sunflower
makes a great addition to
flower beds a bit further away
from your water feature.
Since the flower grows up to
10 feet tall, many gardeners
like to use sunflowers as a
natural fence. The sunflower
is especially popular with birds
for its ample seed supply. Be
sure to plant your sunflowers
in a sunny location (six to
eight hours of direct sunlight
per day) and you’ll be
rewarded with a variety of
birds that come to feast.
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Eastern Redbud
Cercis canadensis
Eastern Redbud, is a beautiful and highly popular small
tree that puts on a showy display of bright pink flowers
in the spring. The tiny pink flowers contrast nicely
against the heart-shaped leaves and gray-barked trunk
and branches of this impressive tree that grows up to
30 feet tall. The flowers eventually transform into flat,
brown seed pods as the weather becomes warmer.
Plant a redbud tree in partial shade and moist, yet
well-drained soil and it will provide years of seasonal
beauty near your pond, waterfall, or fountain.
14
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Trees for Nesting and Sustenance

River Birch
Betula nigra
Need a tree that grows rather quickly? Look no further than
the popular River Birch tree, also known as Water Birch due
to its proclivity to wet ground. The true beauty of the River
Birch lies in its curling and peeling silver bark that reveals a
rich cinnamon-brown trunk. The showy tree that grows up to
70 feet tall is hardy and disease-resistant and prefers partial
shade and moist, sandy soil. Birds enjoy feasting on its fruit.
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Av i a n E v e r g r e e n
Eastern Arborvitae
Thuja occidentalis
Birds love to nest in the thick foliage of Eastern
Arborvitae, also known as American Arborvitae.
Due to its dense growing structure and grand
height of up to 40 feet, the Eastern Arborvitae is
commonly used to screen unwelcome views or
provide privacy in the landscape. It has an
appealing, pyramidal shape and is normally
found in swampy areas or rocky hillsides. Plant
your arborvitae in either full sun or shade with
moist, well-drained soil. Feathered friends will
feel safe and secure nesting in the comfort of
cozy green cover.

Build I
To find bird-friendly native plants in your locale, log onto the Audubon organization’s online plant finder at

https://www.audubon.org/native-plants/.
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Bird-Friendly Grasses
Big Bluestem
Andropogon gerardi
Commonly known as Turkeyfoot, this tall (four to eight feet), waving perennial grass
is commonly found on the tallgrass prairie. Flowering stems provide delicate beauty
across the landscape and create a welcome nesting site for birds. Its tolerance for
drought conditions makes this an easy care choice for the summer months. Small
groupings around the pond add pleasant texture. Big Bluestem attracts butterflies
and birds alike.

Freshwater Cord Grass
Spartina pectinata

It

build

Ornamental native grasses are becoming
increasingly popular and if you have a large
space, Freshwater Cord Grass, also known
as Prairie Cord Grass, is a great choice for
attracting birds. Growing up to six feet in height,
its seedheads turn a golden yellow hue in the
fall. Be forewarned that this grass can spread
quickly and may need a bit of management,
but the birds will thank you for its presence
in the garden.

it

a nd

th ey

will

come

It’s only natural that birds, bees, and butterflies
will flock to your yard once you add a water
feature. By incorporating bird-friendly plant
choices, you’ll increase the possibility of seeing
a wider variety of native birds on your property
more frequently.
SUMME R 2019
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DESIGN S H O W C A S E

R

ecreation ponds are rapidly increasing
in popularity as more people are
choosing natural-type water features
over traditional swimming pools. Not only
are recreation ponds more aesthetically
appealing, but the water is healthy and free
of harsh chemicals. It’s like having your own
private lake!
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Recreation
PONDS
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Recreation
PONDS
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the basics

of
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f Aquatic Plants
AQUATIC PLANTS ARE A VERY IMPORTANT ELEMENT FOR ACHIEVING A TRULY
BALANCED ECOSYSTEM POND. NOT ONLY ARE THEY CRITICAL TO THE HEALTH OF
YOUR POND, BUT THEY PROVIDE BEAUTY AND NATURALIZATION WITH A HUGE
ARRAY OF PLANT CHOICES.
MOST IMPORTANTLY, aquatic plants help balance the pond’s ecosystem by

providing valuable biological filtration that removes nitrogen, ammonia, nitrates, and
other minerals from pond water. These excess nutrients are often the cause of unsightly
water conditions like excess algae. When you add pond plants to your water garden, you
minimize the amount of maintenance your pond might require. Without aquatic plants,
your pond would not be able to function as a complete ecosystem.

SUMME R 2019
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POND PLANTS ARE CLASSIFIED INTO FOUR MAIN

basic types known as “tropical” and “hardy.” Hardy
plants are more suited to warmer climates, although

water lilies
Water lilies are among the most
popular of aquatic plants and
are often the centerpiece of the
water garden. They’re available
in a range of colors and sizes
and new varieties are cultivated
every year. Not only are water
lilies breathtaking and colorful,
but they provide valuable shade
which helps to keep the pond
cool while providing refuge for
pond fish. Ideally, thirty to
sixty percent of the water
surface should be covered with
aquatic plants and lily pads are
the perfect option to achieve
this.
24
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marginals
The marginal plant group is the largest aquatic
plant group by far, containing both hardy
and tropical plants. Most of them are true
perennials and come back year after year, like
your favorite daylily or bee balm. Marginal
plants serve many functions such as adding
beauty and providing valuable filtration. They
are called “marginals” because they
typically grow around the edges or “margins”
of a pond or lake. Marginal plants thrive in wet
soil or standing water that covers the crown or
base of the plant by as little as two inches and
up to as much as six inches. Some examples of
popular marginals include sweet flag, marsh
marigold, taro, canna, water iris and creeping
Jenny.

N CATEGORIES: water lilies, marginals, floaters, and submerged. Plants can also be put into two

y plants will over-winter in colder climates (like your garden’s perennial plants) and tropical
h tropical plants are often used as annuals in colder climate zones.

submerged
floaters
Floating plants do just as their
name indicates: they float on
the water’s surface. Their roots
dangle beneath the plant
absorbing all their nutrients from
the water. Most floating plants
do a great job of filtering ponds
by removing nutrients directly
from the water as opposed to the
soil where most other aquatic
plants are situated or planted.

Like the name implies, this group of plants lives below the
water surface. Some submerged aquatic plants bloom and the
flowers often rise to the surface. They include plants such as
elodea, anacharis, hornwort, foxtail, cabomba, and vallisneria.
For the most part, submerged plants absorb their nutrients
directly from the water. This means they compete with algae
for nutrients, thereby helping to balance the ecosystem.

putting it All

Together

Just like their soil counterparts, a good mix of
aquatic plants lends the best visual impact for your
water garden. Marginals help to blend the pond into
the surrounding landscape, while water lilies provide
pops of color at the water’s surface. Take some time to
familiarize yourself with all the wonderful options out
there and you’ll soon find what most appeals to you.
SUMME R 2019
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A

Aquascape Patio Ponds make it
simple to have a complete water
garden in almost any setting.
Creating a beautifully planted
water bowl or container water
garden has never been easier!
1

Choose your Patio Pond
available in a range of colors and sizes
2

Add aquatic plants
3

Fill Patio Pond with water
4

Add a bamboo spitter
5

Add a couple small fish
be sure to detoxify the water first

Patio Pond
I N S P I R AT I O N
Learn more about Patio Ponds
26
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Aquascape Vlogs
Aquascape Channels for Education and Inspiration

Greg Wittstock, The Pond Guy

TEAM Aquascape

Aquascape Ponds

I’m Greg Wittstock, The Pond Guy.
A passionate pond hobbyist for 35
years, I established Aquascape, Inc.
in 1991. Our vision focuses on an
ecosystem approach to water features
that relies on the most natural balance
of circulation, filtration, plants, fish, and
rock and gravel to ensure sustainability.
Follow along as I meet incredible
people, view beautiful water features,
and share what it means to truly love
and live the Aquascape Lifestyle.

TEAM Aquascape features a first-hand
look at Aquascape water feature
installations as told by members of
the Aquascape Construction team,
Certified Aquascape Contractors, and
Greg Wittstock, The Pond Guy. Join
us for informative vlogs that share a
behind-the-scenes look at life as pond
and waterfall builders, as well as tips
and tricks from the field of a $3 million
water feature design-build firm located
in the Chicagoland area.

Pond and water feature hobbyists
and professionals alike will find
everything they need to know about
Living the Aquascape Lifestyle™ at our
Aquascape Ponds channel. Follow us
and learn about plant and fish care,
water feature maintenance, pond
product information, and more!

 Visit Greg Wittstock, The Pond Guy

 Visit TEAM Aquascape

LIKE,
COMMENT &
SUBSCRIBE
Aquascape offers three
YouTube channels to inspire
and educate you on all
things water gardening! Each
Aquascape video channel
serves a specific purpose
to help guide water garden
enthusiasts on their journey.
Subscribe to one, two, or all
three channels!

28
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 Visit Aquascape Ponds

LIVING THE

TM
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HOW TO KEEP POND WATER

Clean and Healthy

30
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Y

our pond is a beautiful ecosystem to a host of living things and you want to
ensure that the habitat is healthy for the sake of both your fish and plants.
Not to mention, a pond with clean water is so much prettier to look at than
a murky water garden.

Most pond owners are aware of the importance that good quality water plays in a
pond habitat. But not knowing how to get or keep water quality can prove challenging
to some pond owners. We’re here to break the mystery down to six basic elements
so you can rest assured your pond is in good hands.
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1

THE RIGHT PUMP

for your pond

Pumps are the heart of any water feature, continually
circulating water and providing aeration to create
the basis for a stable ecosystem. Proper pump sizing
is critical to the health and function of your water
feature and you want to be sure you’ve selected the
correct pump.
To provide optimal water quality, you want to circulate
the entire pond’s water volume a minimum of once
every hour. If your pond contains 1,000 gallons of
water, you need a pump that will push a minimum
of 1,000 gallons per hour. Other variables come into
play when choosing the proper pump, like the height
of your waterfall and the length of pipe that runs from
your pump to the waterfall.
Aquascape makes it easy to choose the right pump
with our handy, online pond pump selection guide to
make sure you’re using the right size pump for your
pond needs.

Select Your Pond Pump at

aquascapeinc.com/pond-pumps

30
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2

A BALANCE

of filtration

A good biological filtration system, paired with a mechanical filter (such
as a skimmer) to remove solids before the water enters the biological
filtration unit, is the most effective way to filter water. Designing and
implementing an efficient circulation and filtration system ensures that
the water is oxygenated and pond debris (including leaves, floating
algae, and anything else that’s blown in) will be swept from the pond’s
surface and deposited into an easily emptied skimmer basket.
Aquascape ecosystem ponds incorporate a BioFalls® biological filter
that serves as the start of the pond’s waterfall. The waterfall activity
adds much-needed oxygen to the pond. Ideally, your skimmer should
be placed on the opposite side of your pond. Aquascape skimmers
provide room to house your pump, along with a basket that catches
leaves and debris for easy clean-up.
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3

MAINTAIN A HEALTHY

fish population

Pond owners love their fish and it’s easy to overfeed fish more than they can eat, the uneaten food is
populate your pond – especially if your fish have
left to decay in the pond. This can prove problematic
babies! Make sure you have no more than 10” of fish
to the quality of your pond water. Be careful not to
for every 100 gallons of water in your pond. You want
feed your fish more than once per day, and no more
to avoid excessive fish waste, which can cause an
than they can eat in two to three minutes. Remove all
unhealthy imbalance in pond water. If you find
excess, leftover food so it doesn’t deteriorate in your
yourself with an
pond.
abundance of fish,
If you want
Calculate How Much Water Is in Your Pond:
consider
happy and healthy
(Length x Width x Average Depth x 7.48) x 0.8 = U.S. Gallons*
finding a new
pond fish, choose
home for some
*Length, width, and depth are measured in feet
a high-quality
of your finned
fish food such as
friends. Pond
those provided by
retailers and contractors might be willing to accept
Aquascape. We offer a variety of fish foods that
your fish. You can also contact local koi clubs.
contain probiotics to aid in digestion and reduce fish
One of the many joys of pond ownership is
waste.
interacting with your fish. Many people train their koi
to eat straight from their hand! However, when you

34
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4

CREATE A PROPER

balance of plants
Plants absorb excess nutrients in the pond and help
filter the water. In addition, plants like waterlilies and
water lettuce help to shade the pond and keep the
water cooler during hot summer months. During the
peak pond season, you want to ensure that 40% to
60% of the surface area of your pond is covered or
shaded by plants. On the flip side, too many plants
can cause oxygen deficiencies at night due to the
photosynthetic process, when the plants take in
oxygen and give off carbon dioxide.
You’ll enjoy the beauty provided by a wide range of
pond plants, which fall into four basic categories.
Waterlilies are a favorite for the beautiful color they
add to a pond. Hardy lilies return every year if
properly over-wintered. Tropical waterlilies will die
during winter months in most climates and are
typically treated like annuals. Marginal plants thrive
in shallow water near the edges of the pond. They
include both flowering and non-flowering options
and help to soften rock edges while providing
filtration benefits. Floating plants such as water
lettuce and water hyacinth, float on the surface
of the pond with their roots dangling in the water.
Finally, oxygenators are planted at the bottom of the
pond and help provide hiding places for fish.

See how to plant your pond at

aquascapeinc.com/water-gardening/plants/tips-planting-pond
SUMME R 2019
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5

CLEAN DEBRIS
FROM POND

before it decays

Decaying leaves and debris, combined with fish waste and
leftover fish food, can cause ammonia levels to spike in your
pond. High ammonia levels can stress your fish and cause
illness. Be sure to remove dying leaves and plants, and
remove uneaten fish food before it has a chance to decay.
During the summer months, you shouldn’t find a lot of leaves
and plant debris in your pond, but be sure to trim any dying
leaves from aquatic plants. During the fall season, install
Aquascape Protective Pond Netting over your water feature
before leaves begin to drop from the trees, to make leaf
control easier. Beneficial microbes such as Aquascape
Beneficial Bacteria can also be added to your pond on a
continual basis to help keep pond water healthy and clean.

6

KEEP YOUR POND

cool during
summer

When pond water exceeds 75º Fahrenheit, it
has a more difficult time retaining acceptable
levels of dissolved oxygen. Shading your pond
with aquatic plants such as waterlilies, water
lettuce, and others, will help keep water cool.
You can also add Aquascape Blue Pond Dye
to shade the water and keep it cool.
Fish need oxygen to survive. If you see them
at the pond’s surface gasping for air, add a
pond aerator to increase oxygen levels in the
pond during times of extreme heat.
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FOLLOWING THE GUIDELINES
helps ensure that your pond is
naturally balanced, thereby requiring
less maintenance. When water in a
pond is murky and unattractive, it’s
usually due to one (or more) of the
previous tips not being followed.
You’ll be surprised how easy it can
be to enjoy clean and clear pond
water throughout the season. And
less work means more time you get
to spend enjoying your beautiful
water garden!

I nad equate access to safe d r ink i n g
water affe c t s

6 6 3 M I LLI ON
p eop le wor ld w i de

WE NEED YOUR HELP!

aquascapefoundation.org

tRansformatioN
My favorite thing about my pond - “I love looking out my kitchen window down onto the pond
every morning and evening, before and after work. Our home has a walkout basement so the pond is mostly viewed
from the main level of the home. It’s far better than looking out at a boring patch of grass!”

POND DETAILS
Missouri moss rocks, paired with a few granite
boulders, were used to build an 11'x16' pond
with 8-foot long waterfall. A large outcropping
rock was used to segue from the formal patio
to the Aquascape ecosystem pond, creating
an interesting and unique transition. The
homeowners planted waterlilies, water iris,
and corkscrew rush in their pond, which
is home to a few fish. Aquascape LED lights
are used in the pond, behind the waterfalls,
and along pathways to create a magical
environment for nighttime viewing. The
project took two days to complete.

Get ready to love your backyard when you add a splash of water to
find a Certified Aquascape Contractor near you a
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o your landscape. Use our online locator to

and start planning your dream yard today!
SUMME R 2019

Aqua sc a p e Lifestyles

a qu a sc apein c .c o m
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Celebrate Summer
with a Splash!

INTERNATIONAL

water&
garden
SHOWCASE

presented by aquascape®

Saturday, July 20, 2019
Participating Locations:
ARIZONA
PONDSCAPESAZ
San Tan Valley
6 AM - 10 AM
THE POND GNOME
Peoria
6 AM - 10 AM

FLORIDA
PONDFATHER WATER FEATURES
Titusville
8 AM - 4 PM

ILLINOIS
AQUASCAPE CONSTRUCTION
St. Charles
10 AM - 3 PM
CHRIS’ WATER GARDENS
Homer
9 AM - 3 PM

MICHIGAN

LIVING WATER LANDSCAPE SERVICE
Battle Creek
10 AM - 2 PM

NORTH CAROLINA

PONDSCAPES OF CHARLOTTE
Charlotte
11 AM - 3 PM

NEW JERSEY

AUBURN SKY LANDSCAPING, LLC
Lafayette
9 AM - 5 PM
LANDVISTA AQUASCAPES
Atco
9:30 AM - 3:30 PM

NEW YORK

GARDEN STATE KOI POND AND
WATERFALL DESIGN CENTER
Warwick
9 AM - 5 PM

International Water & Garden Showcase
presented by Aquascape® returns this summer with a variety of water
elements incorporated into outdoor living spaces. Be inspired by
Aquascape water features of every type and size, artfully carved into
the landscape. Feed fish with the kids, enjoy an exciting day with
friends, or stroll hand-in-hand with a loved one through private
gardens and landscapes that spotlight the perfect pairing of water
and plants.
To mark our 26th year hosting this only-of-its-kind event, we’ve
invited Certified Aquascape Contractors (CACs) from around the
globe to join us in hosting the International Water & Garden
Showcase on Saturday, July 20th, 2019. Throughout the day and
in their corner of the water garden community, CACs will share their
Aquascape water feature installation artistry and passion for the
water gardening industry.
Be sure to stop by for outdoor fun for the whole family, just minutes
from your own backyard, and see first-hand what it’s like to live the
Aquascape Lifestyle.
Visit our website to find updated information on
Water & Garden Showcase events planned in your local area.

Pondside Monthly E-Newsletter
Sign up for Pondside Monthly, our free e-newsletter that’s filled with great information and tips to
help you along your water gardening journey. From fish to plants to general maintenance, you’ll
learn everything you need to know to keep your water feature healthy and beautiful all year long!

SUBSCRIBE

Need a Pond Builder?
Schedule a consultation with a friendly
Certified Aquascape Contractor

Get Started

Looking for
Aquascape
Pond Products?
Find a Retailer Near You
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